Enhanced photo/chemo combination efficiency against bladder tumor by encapsulation of DOX and ZnPc into in situ-formed thermosensitive polymer hydrogel
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Background: Chemotherapy after transurethral resection is commonly recommended for bladder cancer. However, studies have shown that chemotherapy solely can hardly decrease progression rates of bladder cancer. The combination of chemotherapeutic agents with photodynamic therapy (PDT), a new promising localized therapy, may become a workable strategy for combating bladder cancer. This study reports the combination of doxorubicin (DOX)-based chemotherapy and zinc phthalocyanine (ZnPc)-based PDT using in situ-formed thermal-responsive copolymer hydrogel.

Materials and methods: The copolymer was synthesized by polymerization of 3-caprolactone, 1,4,8-trioxa[4.6]spiro-9-undecanone and poly(ethylene glycol) and was abbreviated as PCL-PTSUO-PEG. The thermal-responsive nanoparticles (TNPs) were prepared by the nanoprecipitation technology. The thermal-responsive hydrogel was formed after 37°C heating of TNP solution. The size, morphology and dynamic viscosity of hydrogel were detected. The in vitro drug release profile of TNP/DOX/ZnPc was performed. Cell uptake, cell inhibition and ROS generation of TNP/DOX/ZnPc were studied in 5637 cells. The in vivo antitumor activity of TNP/DOX/ZnPc was evaluated in nude mice bearing 5637 cells xenograft.

Results: TNP/DOX and TNP/ZnPc had an average diameter of 102 and 108 nm, respectively. After being heated at 37°C for 5 minutes, TNP/DOX and TNP/ZnPc solution turned uniform light red and dark green hydrogel. ZnPc encapsulation designed by TNP could significantly improve its aqueous solubility to 1.9 mg/mL. Cell inhibition showed that the best cell inhibition was found, with cell viability of 18.5%, when the weight ratio of DOX and ZnPc encapsulated in the TNP reached about 1:5. TNP/DOX/ZnPc generated relative high level of ROS with 4.8-fold of free ZnPc and 1.6-fold of TNP/ZnPc. TNP/DOX/ZnPc showed only 8-fold of relative tumor growth without obvious toxicity to the mice.

Conclusion: Thermosensitive thermal-responsive hydrogel reported in this contribution are promising in situ-formed matrix for DOX- and ZnPc-based photo/chemo combination treatment for bladder cancer therapy.
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Introduction
Bladder cancer is a complex disease associated with high morbidity and mortality rates if not treated optimally. Clinically, chemotherapy after transurethral resection is commonly recommended for bladder cancer. A meta-analysis of randomized...
Supramolecular PS were initially designed as a means to alter its pharmacokinetics, and now the supramolecular formulation also further facilitates single agent–mediated deeper tissue photoactivation and extends new theranostic and phototherapy paradigms.\textsuperscript{18–20} Nanoparticles that enhance PS delivery to tumors encompass the largest class of biomedical PS supramolecular formulations (nano-PS) explored thus far.\textsuperscript{16,21,22} Liposomal verteporfin (Visudyne\textsuperscript{®}), the only supramolecular porphyrin nanoparticle received Food and Drug Association approval for PDT in the treatment of choroidal neovascularization in age-related macular degeneration, pathological myopia and central serous chorioretinopathy, has also undergone investigation in some kinds of cancer PDT. However, it was plagued by low drug loading, inefficient drug release and opsonization by the immune system.\textsuperscript{19} Despite improvements achieved in the delivery of PS to target tissue by active targeting and stimuli-responsive release from supramolecular platforms, many challenges still remain. The multifaceted and dynamic tumor microenvironment makes it difficult to find out precisely what kind of receptors were expressed and their expression level at any given time. However, systemically administered nano-PS may induce skin phototoxicity, which restricts dose escalation in PDT. In this regard, nanocarrier platforms with the topical delivery of PS may spare, if possible, the MPS sequestration and the healthy cells.

Some preclinical studies and clinical trials indicated that the combination of PDT with more traditional treatments such as specific chemotherapeutic agents may become a workable anticancer strategy.\textsuperscript{23,24} On the premise that the overall efficacy is preserved or even augmented, photo/chemo combination therapy may allow the reduction of the dosage of individual drugs and consequently the lessening of important side effects. Mounting evidence suggested that this combination showed a prominent additive to synergistic effect over individual treatment when used alone. The study by Zakaria et al indicated that combination of ALA-PDT and Doxil\textsuperscript{®} (nanodrug formulation of doxorubicin [DOX]) possessed a synergistic cytotoxic effect on MCF-7 (human breast adenocarcinoma cell line) cells through intrinsic and extrinsic apoptotic cell death induction.\textsuperscript{25} Similarly, Diez et al demonstrated the efficacy of the combined therapy to overcome drug resistance in leukemic cell lines.\textsuperscript{26} However, the combination protocols, including the time span, the sequence and the integration of individual treatment, are still far from being established. With advantages of co-loading, local administration and stimulus-responsive drug release, smart hydrogels may be useful in addressing drug combination regimen, thus achieving a positive outcome.\textsuperscript{24}
Artzi et al developed an adhesive hydrogel patch that enabled the combination of local gene, drug and phototherapy and resulted in tumor regression and prevented recurrence in a colon cancer model. Anjite et al developed thermosensitive micellar-hydrogel for enhanced in situ synergetic chemo/radio therapy with a single drug administration and reduced side effects. Inspired by the above works, especially the exciting improvements in hydrogel-based local combination therapy, we reasonably conceived a thermal-responsive hydrogel, which facilitates the topical delivery of PS and chemotherapeutic drugs simultaneously, may be a promising carrier to address the defects of systemically administered nanoplat-forms in photo/chemo combination therapy. With reference to the work by Huang et al, we developed an in situ-formed thermosensitive nanoparticle hydrogel of PCL-PTSUO-PEG (abbreviated as TNP<sub>GEL</sub>) that can coencapsulate ZnPC and DOX for effective inhibition of bladder 5637 cells. This work further studies the feasibility of using TNP<sub>GEL</sub> as an effective carrier for ablation of bladder tumor in mice model.

Materials and methods
Materials
Doxorubicin hydrochloride (98%) was purchased from Wuhan Hezhong Biochem Co., Ltd. (Wuhan, China); 5637 cells were maintained in our laboratory. RPMI 1640 Medium, DAPI, MTT and other chemicals were provided by Sigma-Aldrich (St Louis, MO, USA). Reactive Oxygen Species Assay Kit was purchased from Shanghai Yisheng Biotech Co., Ltd. (Shanghai, China). 5637 cells was bought from ATCC (ATCC® HTB-9™). Nude female BALB/c mice of 4–6 weeks old were acquired from Vital River Laboratory Animal Technology Co., Ltd. (Beijing, China). All animal experiments in our study were performed in accordance with the guidelines of the Administration of Experimental Animals (Beijing, revised Dec. 2004) and approved by the Animal Ethics Committee of Peking Union Medical College Hospital.

Preparation of thermosensitive hydrogels
The TNP/drug solution was prepared by redispersion of above-prepared TNP/drug powder in PBS at room temperature. TNP/DOX/ZnPC solution was prepared by the mixture of TNP/DOX and TNP/ZnPC at designate mass ratio. Blank TNP<sub>GEL</sub> or drug-loaded TNP hydrogel was formed by 37°C heating of blank TNP solution (in PBS) or drug-loaded nanoparticle solution (in PBS) at the polymer concentration of 20% (W/W) for 5 minutes. The gelation property was studied using vial inversion, and rheology test was performed on an AR 2000ex (TA instrument) system using 40 mm parallel plates at the gap of 500 μm. The viscosity analysis of TNP solution with temperature at the polymer concentration of 20% (W/W) was performed with heating rate of 0.5°C/min at the strain of 2% and frequency of 2 rad/seconds. The modulus analysis of TNP<sub>GEL</sub> with frequency sweep was performed at the strain of 2%. The micromorphology of the TNP<sub>GEL</sub> was observed by scanning electron microscope (SEM).

In vitro drug release
Drug release studies were performed using dialysis method and quantitatively studied using UV spectrophotometer. TNP/DOX and TNP/ZnPC were prepared as described above. TNP/DOX/ZnPC solution in PBS buffer (pH 7.4) at a concentration of 20% (W/W) was prepared by the mixture of TNP/DOX and TNP/ZnPC with a weight ratio of DOX and ZnPC, 1:5. About 1 mL of TNP/DOX/ZnPC solution was added to a dialysis bag (molecular weight cutoff, 1 kDa) and dialyzed against 10 mL PBS buffer at 37°C for 35 days. One milliliter of dialysate was taken out for quantitative research at each time point, at the same time, another 1 mL of fresh PBS buffer was added into the dialysate buffer.

Cellular uptake experiment
5637 cells were seeded on confocal microscopic dish at a density of 1×10<sup>4</sup> per dish and incubated for 24 hours. A certain amount of free DOX or free ZnPC and TNP/DOX/ZnPC were stirred at room temperature for 12 hours. Then the DMSO of the system was evaporated. The DOX-encapsulated nanoparticles solution was then centrifuged at 8,000 rpm for 5 minutes to remove the unencapsulated DOX. The supernatant was collected and powder of TNP/DOX was obtained after lyophilization. The ZnPC-loaded TNPs (TNP/ZnPC) was prepared with same method with the addition of ZnPC. The size of TNPs was measured by DLS. Drug-loading content (DLC) and drug-loading efficiency (DLE) were quantified by UV-vis spectrophotometer.
solution was added after removing original medium, and the drug concentrations of DOX and ZnPC were maintained at 17.8 and 20 µg/mL, respectively. After being incubated for 4 hours, the cells were washed three times with cold PBS and fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde solution for 20 minutes. After being stained with 500 µL DAPI for 10 minutes, cells were examined using inverted fluorescence microscopy.

In vitro cell killing efficiency

In vitro cell killing efficiency of drug-loaded TNPs and their combinations were evaluated by MTT assay. 5637 cells were seeded into 96-well plates at a density of 5,000 cells per well. After 24 hours of incubation, cells were treated with TNP/DOX at TNP/ZnPC at different drug weight ratios. After 4 hours of incubation, the cells were exposed to laser of 660 nm for 90 seconds with an intensity of 100 J/cm² (Photon Lase I; DMC, São Carlos, São Paulo, Brazil). After light exposure, the cell culture was further incubated for 24 hours at 37°C. Finally, MTT assay was performed to evaluate the relative cell viability.

Intracellular ROS generation

Intracellular ROS generation was evaluated by 2′,7′-dichlorodihydrofluorescein-diacetate (DCFH-DA). 5637 cells were seeded into 96-well plates at a density of 5,000 cells per well. After 24 hours of incubation, cells were treated with DOX, ZnPC, TNP/ZnPC and TNP/DOX/ZnPC at DOX/ZnPC weight ratio of 1:5 (DOX and ZnPC concentrations were 2 and 10 µg/mL, respectively). After 4 hours of incubation, the cells were exposed to laser of 660 nm for 90 seconds with an intensity of 100 J/cm² or not. Finally, 100 µL of DCFH-DA solution (10 µM) was added, and the mixture was incubated at 37°C for additional 20 minutes. The cells were then washed twice with PBS, and the fluorescence intensity was measured by a Varioskan Flash with excitation and emission wavelengths of 485 and 525 nm, respectively.

In vivo antitumor activity

The in vivo antitumor activity of TNP/DOX/ZnPC was evaluated in nude mice-bearing 5637 cells xenograft. When tumor volume reached ~100 mm³, mice were randomly grouped into four groups of PBS, TNP/DOX, TNP/ZnPC and TNP/DOX/ZnPC. TNP/DOX and TNP/ZnPC were mixed with DOX/ZnPC weight ratio of 1:5 for TNP/DOX/ZnPC treatment. DOX and/or ZnPC was administrated at a total dose of 20 mg/kg body weight once per mouse via peritumoral administration with an injection volume of 200 µL. Tumor volumes were measured using a caliper at designated times and calculated according to the formula, tumor volume = a²×b/2, where a is the shorter diameter and b is the longer one. Body weight of each animal was also recorded every 2 days.

Statistical analysis

All data are presented as mean ± SDs. The differences among groups were determined using Student’s t-test (GraphPad Prism 6.0) and P<0.05 was considered to be statistically significant.

Results and discussion

Characterization of copolymer and drug encapsulation

1H NMR showed the successful synthesis of the tri-block copolymer PCL-PTSUO-PEG (Figures S1 and S2). As shown schematically in Figure 1, DOX and ZnPC were loaded into the TNP during the self-assembly of amphiphilic PCL-PTSUO-PEG (TNPs). Because DOX and ZnPC was loaded into TNPs separately and then purified lyophilized powder of TNP/DOX and TNP/ZnPC could be mixed with designate ratios to obtain specific composite hydrogels (named TNP/DOX/ZnPC(GEL)) for chemo/photo combination therapy. The encapsulation of DOX and ZnPC was determined indirectly by UV spectrophotometer analysis of the unloaded drug. When the feeding weight of DOX or ZnPC was 1 mg per 100 mg TNPs, the drug-loading process yields the DLE of 85.3%±2.1% and 95.2%±1.5% for DOX and ZnPC, with corresponding DLC was 0.84% and 0.94%, respectively.

\[
\text{DLE} = \frac{\text{Weight of loaded drug}}{\text{Weight of drug in feed}} \times 100\%
\]

\[
\text{DLC} = \frac{\text{Weight of loaded drug}}{\text{Weight of drug loaded NPs}} \times 100\%
\]
Characterization of TNPs and hydrogel formation

TNP and TNP\textsuperscript{GEL} were characterized in terms of their size, morphology and dynamic viscosity. Figure 2 showed that TNP/DOX/ZnPC particles, mixture of equivalent mole of TNP/DOX and TNP/ZnPC, had an average diameter of 102 nm. Compared to blank TNP, there is about 20 nm increase in diameter due to the drug encapsulation. After drug encapsulation, drug-loaded TNPs were lyophilized. Drug-loaded TNP solutions were obtained by dispersion of the dried powder in PBS. As shown in Figure 3A, after 37°C heating for 5 minutes, the solution turned uniform light red and dark green after DOX and ZnPC encapsulation, respectively, whereas blank TNP solution showed milk white at a concentration of 20% (W/W). Vial inversion and rheology test (Figure S3) showed good hydrogel formation of blank TNP and all the drug-loaded groups after 37°C heating for 5 minutes. As shown in Figure S4, TNP/DOX/ZnPC GEL showed higher G’ value than its corresponding G″, which suggested a stable hydrogel formation. These drug-loaded TNPs showed stability as long as 3 months at room temperature (data not shown). In addition, no obvious morphology difference of the hydrogel was observed in SEM images before and after drug encapsulation (Figure 2). Since ZnPC suffers from aggregation in water, which reduces its photobiological activity,\textsuperscript{30} the above results indicated that ZnPC encapsulation by designed TNP could significantly improve its aqueous solubility (with the solubility of 1.9 mg/mL) and attribute to improving its bioavailability and photobiological activity.

The release profile of DOX and ZnPC from TNP was quantitatively studied in PBS at 37°C over 35 days. Figure 3B clearly illustrated a gradual release from TNP/DOX/ZnPC\textsuperscript{GEL} for both DOX and ZnPC and then a plateau phase with cumulative release of about 80%. This release profile was consistent with a similar paclitaxel-encapsulated PECT hydrogel reported by Wang et al, which explained the drug release behavior that the dilution of PBS weakened the interactions between nanoparticles gradually and eventually resulted in the breakup of the drug-loaded nanoparticles.\textsuperscript{31} The moduli analysis after drug release for 20 days (data in Figure S5) also indicated that the hydrogel showed relatively decreased G’ value and gradually collapsed with the angular frequency increase. In addition, no obvious change in modulus data was found after the laser treatment (660 nm for 90 seconds with an intensity of 100 J/cm\textsuperscript{2}, Figure S6).

Cellular uptake of TNP/DOX/ZnPC

Cellular accumulation is the first step of chemotherapeutic agents and PS to exert their tumor inhibition activity. We studied the cellular uptake of DOX and ZnPC from TNP/DOX/ZnPC using 5637 cells. The representative figures were presented in Figure 4. A significant increase in the fluorescence intensity of ZnPC was observed compared with free ZnPC after 4 hours of incubation. As the low solubility of ZnPC caused by its significant π–π interactions, the weak fluorescence of free ZnPC-treated cells indicated that free ZnPC molecules hardly entered into 5637 cells. However, after being loaded into the TNP, more ZnPC was uptaken by 5637 cells. That is the result of cellular uptake of ZnPC-loaded TNP, which has a diameter of around 100 nm and is easily to be uptaken by tumor cells. In addition, as 17.8 µg/mL of DOX solely can enter 5637 cells well, no obvious increase

![Figure 2](image-url)
Figure 3 Optical images of blank TNP hydrogel and hydrogels after DOX and/or ZnPC encapsulation (A) and in vitro cumulative drug release from TNP/DOX/ZnPC hydrogel within 5 weeks with TNP/DOX:TNP/ZnPC of 1:5 (B). 1, 2, 3 and 4 in (A) means blank TNP, TNP/DOX, TNP/ZnPC and TNP/DOX/ZnPC, specifically.

Abbreviations: DOX, doxorubicin; TNP, thermal-responsive nanoparticle; ZnPC, zinc phthalocyanine; TNP/DOX/ZnPC, mixture of equivalent mole of TNP/DOX and TNP/ZnPC.

Figure 4 Cellular uptake of free drugs and TNP/DOX/ZnPC at the DOX concentration of 17.8 µg/ml and ZnPc concentration of 20 µg/ml against 5637 cells.

Note: The scale bar was 25 µm for all images.

Abbreviations: DOX, doxorubicin; TNP, thermal-responsive nanoparticle; ZnPC, zinc phthalocyanine; TNP/DOX/ZnPC, mixture of equivalent mole of TNP/DOX and TNP/ZnPC.

of fluorescence intensity was found in TNP/DOX/ZnPC group. These data confirmed the enhanced cellular uptake of ZnPC by encapsulated into TNP. Further enhancement of PDT efficiency or photo/chemo combination was anticipated by TNP/DOX/ZnPC formulations.

Cell inhibition and ROS generation of TNP/DOX/ZnPC

The in vitro phototoxicity studies were performed by MTT assays on 5637 cells and exhibited in Figure 5. As there are several molecular mechanisms of DOX to kill cancer cells, such as inhibition of topoisomerase II enzyme, intercalation with DNA and production of free radicals, the rational combination of DOX and PS treatment is expected to enhance tumor elimination. Some studies have shown that combination of DOX and PDT could be more effective than their individual treatments. The findings of Kirveliene et al showed that the effect of PDT alone was significantly enhanced by the combination of DOX.32 Being well consistent with the above study, as shown in Figure 5A, our study further demonstrated significant decrease in cellular viability of 5637 cells when DOX and ZnPC was coencapsulated into TNPs than their single encapsulation. Specifically, the best cell inhibition was found when the weight ratio of DOX and ZnPC encapsulated in the TNPs reached about 1:5 with cell viability of 18.5% vs TNP/DOX of 29.7% and TNP/ZnPC of 47.4% when the total drug concentration was 1 µg/mL. The data in Figure 5A also indicated that TNP alone (without drug encapsulation) showed cell viability over 80% even at the concentration of about 1 mg/mL.

As ROS generation is the main mechanism of PDT, we used DCFH-DA staining to investigate the intracellular ROS generation under different formulation treatments. After 4 hours of incubation of free drug and TNP/drug formulations with or without irradiation, cellular ROS level was detected using ROS detection assay kit according to the supplier’s instructions. Quantitative analysis shown in Figure 5B demonstrated that TNP/ZnPC under irradiation showed high level of ROS generation, indicating a high efficiency of TNP formulations for PDT. Specifically, TNP/ZnPC showed a 3.1-fold of ROS generation compared with free ZnPC under irradiation. This result was consistent with the work by Yu et al,33 in which ZnPC was loaded into PEG-PMAN polymer micelles and showed significantly higher ROS generation in osteosarcoma cells. Zhao et al
have encapsulated silicon PC using silica nanoparticles, which generated $^{1}O_{2}$ more efficiently than free control.\textsuperscript{34} In addition, encouraged by the good cell inhibition of TNP/DOX/ZnPC with DOX/ZnPC weight ratio of 1:5, ROS generation was also analyzed at this ratio. As shown in Figure 5B, TNP/DOX/ZnPC generated relative high level of ROS with 4.8-fold of free ZnPC and 1.6-fold of TNP/ZnPC. These results was consistent with the good 5637 cells inhibition of TNP/DOX/ZnPC and further indicated that DOX could effectively enhance ROS generation of TNP/ZnPC. The study by Zakaria et al\textsuperscript{35} supports such evidence with their recent investigation into the synergistic effect of low doses of combined Doxil\textsuperscript{®} and aminoleuvic acid-based PDT on MCF-7 cells.

**Inhibition of TNP/DOX/ZnPC on 5637 cells xenograft**

We further studied the in vivo anti-tumor of TNP/DOX/ZnPC in 5637 cells xenograft model. The results in Figure 6 showed a better outcome of DOX and ZnPC combination therapy (TNP/DOX/ZnPC, ***$P<0.01$ vs TNP/DOX and TNP/ZnPC plus laser). In detail, TNP/DOX and TNP/ZnPC showed a tumor volume of 21.0- and 22.4-fold of its original tumor volume at day 20, respectively. However, TNP/DOX/ZnPC

---

**Figure 5** (A) In vitro cellular killing efficiency of TNP/DOX/ZnPC with laser irradiation at different weight ratios of DOX and ZnPC determined by MTT assay at 24 hours. **Notes:** Concentrations of TNP were equal to the amount of TNP in corresponding drug-loaded group. (B) Cellular ROS generation assay of free ZnPC and TNP/DOX/ ZnPC with weight ratio of DOX:ZnPC=1:5 in 5637 cells at 4 hours post incubation. Laser irradiation was 100 J/cm$^2$, 660 nm, 120 seconds. (n=6, ***$P<0.001$.)

**Abbreviations:** DOX, doxorubicin; TNP, thermal-responsive nanoparticle; ZnPC, zinc phthalocyanine; TNP/DOX/ZnPC, mixture of equivalent mole of TNP/DOX and TNP/ZnPC.

**Figure 6** In vivo 5637 cells xenograft inhibition analysis. **Notes:** Relative tumor volume (A) and survival percentage (B) after different treatments at day 0 with DOX and/or ZnPC was administrated at a total dose of 20 mg/kg body weight (n=6, ***$P<0.01$).

**Abbreviations:** DOX, doxorubicin; TNP, thermal-responsive nanoparticle; ZnPC, zinc phthalocyanine.
treatment further reduced the tumor growth and showed only 12.5-fold of its original tumor volume (Figure 6A). Furthermore, TNP/DOX/ZnPC treatment generated a slightly higher survival of 87.5% (vs 62.5% of TNP/DOX or TNP/ZnPC treatment, Figure 6B) at the destination of the study. Moreover, compared with free DOX and ZnPC, TNP/DOX/ZnPC treatment also showed significantly higher tumor inhibition (Figure S7). This high tumor inhibition might mainly attribute to the high local drug concentration released by in situ gel administration. In addition, the synergistic effect of DOX and ZnPC in TNP/DOX/ZnPC on ROS generation as illustrated in Figure 5B might be helpful for this combination therapy. However, further mechanism of this enhancement, such as the influence on apoptosis and necrosis, mitochondrial function and DNA fragmentation, might be intricate and will be further studied.

Conclusion
As have extensively been reported as effective drug delivery agent, nanoscience-based system is gradually providing hope for cancer diagnosis and therapy. However, the fate of these biodegradable nanoparticles after system administration and its potential risk are currently being assessed. With enhanced specificity and improved therapeutic accuracy, in situ-formed smart hydrogels are definitely of great interest for solid tumor management such as bladder cancer and breast cancer. However, multiple drug combination placed a great hope to overcome the high failure rate of single-agent therapy or single-regimen therapy. PDT coupled with chemotherapy agent have proven to be a promising combination treatment for some kinds of tumors. On the basis of all the in vitro and in vivo tumor inhibition measurements in this contribution, it can be concluded that thermal-sensitive TNP$^\text{GEL}$ are promising in situ-formed matrix for DOX- and ZnPC-based photo/chemo combination treatment for bladder cancer therapy. Furthermore, with rational design of drug encapsulation, this in situ-formed TNP$^\text{GEL}$ could be explored as matrix for other local combination treatment regimens.
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